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We Want to Make You a Better Golfer, NOW! 

By Darren deMaille, (Top 100 Teacher in America) 

And Bobby Lopez, PGA Pros 

 

 

We authored this report because it is especially important to us that YOU 

improve your golf game AND enjoy your experience with us. We too are consumers 

of goods and services, and we like it when a vendor cares about one’s experience 

with their product. So, believe me when we say, your increased enjoyment of the 

game we all love (golf), is extremely important to us!  

  

Keep in mind one thing, golf by its nature will provide bumps along the road. 

Your golf swing will always be a “Work in Progress,” and you need to accept the 

bad days along with the good ones. Touring pros spend all day hitting golf balls and 

continue to hit some wild shots. You see pros on TV during the weekend and 

generally the leaders, who are playing their best golf. If you viewed players that did 

NOT make the cut that week, you would begin scratching your head, as they do.  

  

Enjoy the game and the fellowship with your playing partners. Life is short and 

your golfing life even shorter, relax and enjoy it.  

 

We know golf lessons are expensive! The costs to maintain and continue to 

grow your golf game are significant. That is probably why so many golfers take a 

lesson here, a lesson there, with limited results. You need the constant follow-up 

on your swing motion as well as a well-rounded golfing education that reaches 

further than just a swing flaw or two. This is what lead us to create a program that fits 

your schedule, finances, and desires. 

  

For your information, we were featured in a Be Better Golf CD sold to 

golfers where the three other pros featured were charging $500 or more per 

hour for instruction! One could buy five of our 30-day programs for less than the 

cost of only one lesson with the teachers with whom we were compared.  
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When talking golf technology, we are on the forefront when it comes to the 

online lesson format. We also use the V1 video capture system. The same system 

Phil and Tiger use. Below is a testimonial from the Vice-President of V1 who 

provides the best video capture software in the golf industry.  

 

 

 Your success or enjoyment of the game of golf depends on you. What Quick 

Fix Golf will provide is a support mechanism that will offer you all the information 

and knowledge of the best minds in the game. We will be drawing information from 

sources other than our own as well as the experiences we have had with talented 

players we have played with, taken lessons from and had the opportunity to spend 

time with to pick their brains for valuable insight.  

  

When touring pros get together in a restaurant or bar and talk about their golf 

swings, what do they really talk about? Is it swing theory? Have you witnessed many 

of the unconventional golf swings out there on tour? Take a look at our PGA Tour 

Analysis section and you will see swings like Jim Furyk, Sergio Garcia and many 

others, that are certainly not the text book method so many golf magazines and 

experts promote.  

  

We were truly fortunate to have had the opportunity to spend time with the 

best in the business and now all that experience is available to you, at an 

My name is Gary Palis, and I am an owner of V1 Digital Coaching systems. We do golf 

analysis and are a partner with the PGA of America and have over 3,000 coaches using 

the technology I want to let you know the Bobby Lopez is right on with the use of 

technology and promoting the use of technology to increase lesson business and activity. 

Also, the quality of his lessons is a model to use. In fact, I use some of his lessons when 

we are doing seminars and presentations on “Teaching with Technology” because they 

are good. This may sound like a strong reference because it is. I would not write these 

unless I believed it and we have worked with many, many instructors so I have an 

exceptionally good base to compare with. Please contact me anytime by phone or email.  

Gary Palis, Vice-President V1   

http://www.quickfixgolf.com/golf-lessons/sample-lessons/
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exceptionally low cost that any golfer can afford. That is our goal, a 

comprehensive golfing education for the average golfer, without spending $3,500 or 

more to attend a golf school at a fancy resort in Arizona or as much as $2,500 or 

more for golf lessons at an indoor center hitting golf balls into a net.  

  

  We are dedicated to simplifying the golf swing and saving you a ton of 

aggravation, by ending trial and error on every golf tip you read in golf magazines or 

seen on the golf channel or Youtube. Chasing various tips or suggestions, 

(especially from friends) has caused many a golfer to quit the game in frustration.  

 

 

What is This “30 Day Quick Start Program” All About? 

 
 

Our purpose has several goals, all designed to help you have a better 

experience with golf. First, let us examine the special tools or components now 

available for your golfing future. They consist of: 

 

● UNLIMITED swing analysis for 30 days 

● UNLIMITED Golf Classes Online with “Top of the Line” Instructors, and 

UNLIMITED access to the Archive of Past Golf Classes 

● UNLIMITED Access to our online support program which includes the    

Members Only Clubhouse, Action Lesson Manual, Special Reports, Library of Mini-

Tutorial Videos, Online Reservations System, Your Personal Confidential Video 

Locker, Archive of Past Golf Classes, and more. 

● Final one-on-one LIVE lesson on online with a clear before and after comparison 

with guaranteed results 

 

We will cover this in more detail shortly. Let us now look at our format.  

First, we MUST stick to the process because it works. Please do NOT try to reinvent 

the wheel! Our “system” has been tested on thousands of golfers of every level. 

Beginner to touring professional. Follow the plan and we guarantee results. 
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Finding the Key Swing Fault – Swing faults can have a domino effect. One 

key swing fault could be causing other faults that might also be eliminated as well, 

once the key swing fault is under control. (You are never cured, only in remission). 

 

We must then: (1) Identify the swing fault or faults (2) Explain to you how and 

why the faulty motion is prohibiting your golf swing from providing consistent 

predictable ball striking (3) Provide for you the exact Quick Fix Mini-Tutorial(s) (drill 

videos) that will reprogram the improper motion through repetition, repetition, 

repetition.  We will nag the old faulty motion into submission over a condensed 

period.  

 

How will we do this? By way of our UNLIMITED video analysis for 30 days. 

  

…” Scientific tests in adult education have showed that, with 7 to 21 

repetitions of auditory and visual input in a condensed period of time, your 

subconscious mind gets a “positive imprint” it recalls and uses when 

appropriate.  

 

This means, if you will take the time to do your assigned re-programming 

exercises for 7 to 21 days in a row, the “old version” of your swing with built-in 

hidden sabotage factors will be squeezed out of your subconscious and replaced 

with the “new version” of your swing”  

 

Repetition is the key IF it’s the right repetition!   

 

You need to take a “swing selfie” of yourself performing your assignment so 

we both are confident that you are logging in the proper movement effectively. Take 

full advantage of our unique, not offered anywhere else, UNLIMITED analysis 

feature. Stick with your mini tutorial (swing drill) until proven ineffective. Do not 

expect results in 2 days, budget 7 to 21 days.  
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  While you are sending the swing fault “gremlin” in your swing packing, take 

advantage of all the other support materials available to you to make you a better 

more knowledgeable golfer. 

 

For example, our “Action Manual Online,” where you will find an entire 

section of the manual dedicated to performing a given training motion properly for 

maximum results. (Pages 22-25) 

 

Our Action Lesson manual will also teach you more about the cause and 

effect of ball flight. The ball will tell you exactly what you did at impact if you only 

understood his/her language.  

 

Check out our archive of Special Reports that will save you strokes and 

money, especially when it comes to golf equipment purchases. 

 

This brings us to the final phase of our 30-day Quick Start program, the 

LIVE Lesson Online. You will book a convenient time with our 24/7 online 

reservations system. Upload your video on our website and then you will receive by 

email the link to join in online LIVE with your authorized Quick Fix teaching 

professional. The entire lesson is recorded and posted in your personal confidential 

lesson locker.  

 

You will be able to share the instructors screen and see a clear and concise 

“before and after” comparison over the last 30 days. Everything we mentioned in our 

30-Day Quick Start Program is only $97. That’s about 3% of what the average 

golfers spends on golf a year.  If this lesson program made golf more fun for you, 

why wouldn’t you do it? 

 

How do we supply all this personalized instruction  

at a price close to 80% less than our competitors? 
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It is all carried out through our speed in identifying your key swing issue and 

quick turnaround in the confirmation analysis. Short concise specific personalize 

instruction that is QUICK, to the point and easily understandable. It also includes 

your willingness to help by loading up videos properly, sticking to the focus on a 

given swing fault and following our proven method for success. 

 

Our video analysis turnaround time is second to none. Our phone app makes 

it quick for you to take your “swing selfie” and upload it right on your phone, where 

we receive it in lightning speed for your analysis. 

 

Get started on the assignment you were assigned, during your first trial 

analysis. Take a “Swing Selfie” of yourself performing your assignment and upload it 

on your phone app under “Quick Upload.” 

 

Again, quick follow-up and turn around is the key. You’ll notice that in some 

cases our video analysis will be very short.  Example: “Larry you’re doing the drill 

perfect up until this point where you get the golf club cross the line of flight, (I’m 

marking your video while explaining). Log some more repetitions and send me 

another video of you performing the drill.” 

  

Wednesday Night Open House – 8 pm Eastern 

 

Join us for our open house golf discussion. We have Special Guests that are 

leaders in the golf community. Ask questions of our guests and/or professionals. You 

will receive an email with the link to join us FREE so keep an eye on your email. 

 

OK you’ve seen us online and on Youtube - You can meet us LIVE on 

our open house every Wednesday night – after that if you’re still skeptical - 

let’s take all the pressure off of you.  How about a Money Back Guarantee! 

 

In our 30-Day Quick Start Program our final session is the LIVE lesson online.  

We take advantage of that time to show you a before and after comparison from day 
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one to day 30.  It’s important you know that we guarantee what we do, and we are 

very serious about our guarantees. If at the end of our LIVE final comparison lesson, 

you’re not amazed at the clear improvement in your swing, aren’t clear on what your 

problems were, how we resolved your swing fault and most importantly showed you 

how to maintain your improvement, you can instantly have a full refund of your 

program fee, no quibbling, no hassles, no hard feelings.  

 

We deliver the promised results, or we refund your fees. Why do we risk 

working for free, it is a price we cheerfully pay in order to take all your risk away, to 

reassure you that you will not be disappointed, and to safeguard our reputation. 

 

So, with all the risk taken away, tons of testimonials from golfers just like 

yourself, the decision is an easy one.  Let’s get you well on your way to playing your 

best golf. 

 

 Hoping to have a positive influence on your enjoyment of the game. From the 

entire family of Golf Teaching Professionals in the Quick Fix Golf Network.  

  

Darren deMaille 

Bobby Lopez  

quickservice@quickfixgolf.com  

(833) 88-QUICK (78425) 

  

 


